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72 MANGUSTA

TIME: RETAIL MEMBER

4 Hours $3400 $3100

8 Hours $4700 $4300

1 Week $28200 $25400
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On the main deck stunning 72′ Mangusta YCM

“Maxi Open” comes alive with a grand

indoor/outdoor entertainment area. It is a very heart

of the Yacht. A full beam Sunroof opens to the stars

by night or sunlight during the day. A modern helm

console and over-sized bench seats on both sides

encourage friends and family. Aft of the helm is an

open bar and buffet set up to support the dinning

and lounging areas. On the aft deck there is a large

over-sized tanning sun bed. On the aft deck there

are dual steps to a generous swim step and the

access to the garage with all the water toys. On the

bow is a very large sun bed and sitting area. Perfect

for a family or friends lounging area or entertaining

area that followed to a concealed anchoring station

with the crew cabin accessed via a flush bow hatch.

Features

Brand: 72′ Mangusta

YCM

Length: 72 ft

Guests: 12

Cabins: 3

Beds: 8

Bathrooms։ 3

Crew: 2

Options

Swim Ladder

Tubes Inflatables

FEATURES & OPTIONS

72 Mangusta

Island Gardens Marina Parrot
Jungle Island - Miami Beach
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

All charters must adhere to the maximum passenger allowance which differs on each yacht set by USCG

Full day charter is 8 hours

100% drug free/smoke free boat; however some boats allow cigarette smoking on the aft deck.

All boats come with captain and insurance is included.

Fuel is included for local idle/trolling speed around local areas. For high speed cruising fuel is charged extra

We love animals and would feel terrible if they get seasick, so as a general rule no pets allowed.


